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"[Bill Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic 
quality hardly arises. . . .  Mr. Knott practices a dead language." 
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970 
 
[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only 
the prototaxis of idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of 
giving his birth and terminal dates together originated when he 
realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry reading he 
was scheduled to give." 
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry Magazine, May 1972 
 
"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . 
[He's] been forced to self-publish some of his recent books. . . . 
[B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque—poetry. . . . appalling 
. . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or obsessively 
repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old 
paint . . . his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less 
decorative than guarded or layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . 
uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . irritating . . . contrarian." 
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry Magazine, Feb 2005 
 
"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate 
himself . . . and he seems to hate his readers." 
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine), date? 
 
"[Bill Knott's work] consists almost entirely of pointless poems, 
that say disgusting things. . . . [His poetry is] tasteless . . . and 
brainless." 
—Michael Heffernan, Midwest Quarterly, Summer 1973 
 
"Knott is making capitol on poetic fashion, attempting belatedly to 
enter the canon of the Language poets by reviving the idiom of Ezra 
Pound.  [His poetry] so successfully defies communicating anything 
that one wonders what [his publisher] had in mind. . . . Knott, it 
may be recalled, "killed" himself in the early 1960s." 
—R. S. Gwynn, The Year in Poetry, DLB Yearbook 1989 
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"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake." 
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970 
 
"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . 
[His work is] thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ." 
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005 
 
"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . 
personal to the point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown 
formulaic, his obscure poems more obscure, his terse observations 
so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent in the reader. . 
. . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] 
unethical." 
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review 
(http://www.cprw.com/Pietrzykowski/beats.htm) 
 
"Bill Knott's [poetry is the equivalent of] scrimshaw.  .  .  . [It's] 
either self-consciously awkward or perhaps a little too slangily up-
to-date." 
—Stephen Burt, New York Times Book Review, November 21, 
2004 
 
"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ." 
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review (date? 1972?) 
 
"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response." 
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983 
 
"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment." 
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007 
 
"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown." 
—Christopher Ricks, The Massachusetts Review, Spring 1970 
 
"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail." 
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow, 1973  
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SOME THEME POEMS 
/ 
WHAT DO I MEAN BY "THEME POEMS"? 
—HERE ARE SOME OF THE SECTIONS IN 
THIS BOOK:  
WEDDING POEMS/  
BALLOON POEMS/  
POEMS ABOUT HAIR/ 
CEMETERY POEMS/  
POEMS INSPIRED BY MUSIC/ 
BIRD POEMS/ 
EKPHRASTICS/  
ORPHANAGE POEMS/  
POEMS WITH MOVIE STARS/ 
CLASSICAL MYTH POEMS/ 
SCHOOLROOM POEMS/ 
CANDLE POEMS/ 
and more!       
 
BILL KNOTT
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copyright 2009 by Bill Knott 
 
 
 
The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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INTRO NOTES 
 
* 
  
These are selections (not collections) of poems regarding the 
topics indicated by each section— 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
 
 
Aside from the groupings per se, the order of the poems is 
random.  
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                                  BALLOON POEMS 
 
* 
* 
* 
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THE BALLOON THAT LIVED ON THE MOON 
 
The lower gravity was kind to it 
It could bounce and soar higher 
Than Earth allows 
So the balloon was happier 
By far 
And soon forgot the puncture culture 
We perpetuate down here 
Where the hate-pins of our eyes skewer 
The frailest inflation 
The beadiest bubble is not safe 
But up there 
The bleak unpeopled landscape 
Mirrrors more faithfully 
A balloon's own sterility and 
Essential snootiness 
Consider 
What a round object by its perfect nature 
Excludes 
How its boundaries segregate the in from the out 
And show what is enough 
And what is less 
So when you think of the balloon 
That lived on the moon you might wonder 
Why all its brothers and sisters 
 
(no stanza break) 
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Because can't you feel how 
When one tugs your hand 
Deft with that upward urge how much 
It resists your touch 
How endlessly 
You are not a part of it 
 
 
* 
* 
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ALOFT 
 
once every student barber   
to earn his certificate 
would first have to lather 
a balloon and shave it 
then if it didn't burst 
he'd pass his last worst test 
 
but I wonder what happened 
to that schooled balloon 
did they use it again 
or was it shown mercy 
let go set free 
to fly away safely 
 
scrapeskin for a sheepskin 
one nick will kill this bubble 
let pupils skilled in scruple 
cut its rubber stubble 
here only dull shearers win 
the hirsute-pursued laurel 
 
a master's in mustache 
a doctorate in down 
summa comb or brush 
cap-strop-and-gown 
more honors-blown diplomas 
than tenured hands can slash 
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our blood stays bearded for 
that educating puncture 
light hearts inflate and then 
learn one slit-throat lesson 
to flunk is remedial 
if pop-quiz pops us all     
 
undrape look up and see 
those balloons still floating over 
our razor-grad degrees 
they hang on the air 
they dangle from a hair 
no blade can sever 
 
 
* 
* 
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POEM 
 
when the balloon bursts 
where does all the air 
that was inside go 
 
is it bound together briefly 
by the moisture 
of the human mouth 
that birthed it 
 
poor pouch of breath 
long expulsion of nothing you 
must dissipate too 
nor remain intact 
no matter how pantingly 
against the outer atmosphere 
you might try to secure your 
whoosh-hold 
 
and what an effort 
what heave and heft-work 
what strain of frame what rib-rift 
to have to lift to shift around 
all that oof and uff   
 
(stanza break) 
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why strive and huff just 
to stave off death 
to survive 
to be a substance a stuff 
 
to live live as a pocket 
a cluster 
a cloud 
to maintain your interior 
mode 
 
I can understand 
that having once been 
contained in bouyance 
you'd want to retain 
that rare coherence 
 
you'd pray to stay a one 
to remain a unity an 
entity a whole in 
this unencased heaven 
 
but smatter of ghost 
how can you persist 
or save yourself 
when all us others disperse 
 
(stanza break) 
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so let it sough 
dissolve in draft 
little whistlestuff 
pathetic kisspuff 
flimsiest flak 
  
up into the sky goes 
two lungs worth 
of earth 
unstrung 
unloosed 
the exhaled 
soul of a boy a girl 
 
alloonaloft 
aloftalloon 
lost 
 
 
* 
* 
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GESUNDHEIT 
 
Sneezes wouldn't be so bad if they filled balloons. 
 
How many sneezes on the planet at any given time; 
and if each sneeze filled a balloon, 
 
imagine (bless you!) 
all those sneeze-balloons floating in the air. 
 
But a sneeze-balloon might be rather fragile— 
more like a bubble than a regular balloon . . . hmm. 
 
A sneeze is sort of like a balloonburst: 
sudden, violent, unforseeable.  Out of nowhere. 
 
In either case, burgeoned or burst, this transfer 
of ether occurs whenever Entropy beckons,— 
 
see its deadly equality shining up there, 
glittering like globules of star saliva, 
 
worlds atchooed by all. 
 

* 
* 
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                                                  CEMETERY POEMS 
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CEMETERY 
 
Who whispers here is forgotten. 
 
Saliva’s emptiest fruit 
adorns the stones, 
words ripening your mouth 
to a spoilation 
of silence.  
 
Who speaks here 
reads a text that downloads 
the screen of his fingernail, 
through which nothing’s visible 
as glass is. 
 
For the memorial 
we must kneel 
to pick each flower 
from amongst its modifiers: 
but to do that 
one needs a hand bared 
of all uses, of all trades: 
as ours is not. 
 
* 
* 
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WIDOW/WIDOWER'S WINTER 
 
Outside, the snow is falling into its past . . . 
I do want this night to end. 
In the fireplace, 
a section of ash caves in. 
 
The fall day you were buried, 
birds went over, 
south, 
thick enough to carry someone. 
 
They took my gapes of breath. 
—Their fuel? 
We are together in some birds, who fail. 
 
I  didn't want to look down, to glimpse your grave, 
its heroic little mound 
like the peck of dirt we hope to eat in our life. 
 
 
 
Note: 
Line 14 comes from a phrase I remember adults 
saying to me as a child when I dropped a piece 
of food on the floor: "Pick it up and brush it off 
—don't worry, you eat a peck of dirt in your 
life anyway."  (Perhaps only the poor do this.) 
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* 
* 
KNOT (Hendecasyllabics) 
 
After you've sewn it, bite the thread off my grave— 
Please leave no loose seam of me to wave above 
The bones unknitting, the flesh unweaving love. 
 
* 
* 
MINOR POEM 
 
The only response 
to a child's grave is 
to lie down before it and play dead 
 
 
* 
* 
[UNTITLED] 
 
I tried but 
they wouldn't let me put 
tombstones on 
the merrygoround 
for a ride 
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SALON POEM IN LEAFGRAVURE 
 
Cemetery statuary 
ought to be deciduous: wings 
that fall from angels every 
year, all the cherubs losing 
their curls, the harps their strings— 
 
Or imagine graveyards in autumn 
minus those high carved out figures: 
and not just the sculptures, 
but names, dates, epitaphs.  Each tomb 
turned into a bare limb— 
 
Each stone branch of the 'ceme-tree' 
would stand once more a slab    
the better to weather tragically 
another Dec-Jan-Feb. 
Come springtime gallery by gallery 
 
etched letter-buds could open 
that blankest bark 
where new-limned numerals would mark 
those old lives' span,    
and spranked up there above them 
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let crosses blossom, 
the tall crosses regain 
their nailed arms.  Now all the chisel 
foliage should follow until the whole 
museum from within is risen. 
 
 
 
 
* 
* 
 
MY EPITAPH 
 
                WANT  
              TO EARN  
            BIG MONEY  
              CARVING  
         TOMBSTONES?   
             CALL NOW  
           FOR DETAILS: 
                217 1940       
 
      
Note: 
unfortunately snow or grass obscures 
    most of the phonenumber. 
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[UNTITLED] 
 
Rice thrown from 
an open grave marks 
the height of a ceremony 
somewhere in our lives. 
 
 
 
 
* 
* 
ANOTHER RESURRECTION 
 
God sucks off tombstones 
until they cum, the soul 
up from its finest gloryhole 
gushers across His tongue— 
 
Only the premature flesh 
(for the last time/eternally) 
is left to detumesce, just 
another BJ, another JC. 
 
 
* 
* 
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EPITAPHS 
 
Their meaning seems to be there aren't 
enough of them: why else would "REST 
IN PEACE" show up so endlessly doled 
from gravestone to gravestone, "LOVING 
FATHER, DEVOTED SON", "FAITHFUL 
SPOUSE" and all the other ubiquitudes—  
every cemetery's a clone of its own one. 
 
This sameness betrays a bewildering faith 
in the inadequacy of words—it implies that 
whatever you or I might choose to have 
indited there for a final phrase of grave 
would be as lacking and even less would 
fail to qualify as equal to these primeful, 
these small, one-sign-suits-all sentiments. 
 
But the main reason may simply be size: 
maybe these commonquotes total right 
and totemize the most to measure down 
our lives, they make as much meat as one 
can carve on a standard tomb, they sate 
whatever else the eye fills up with after all. 
Maybe these filigree graffitti fit the bill. 
 
* 
* 
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* 
And then there's one I wrote about the poem itself 
being a kind of cemetery plot: 
 
 
RITUAL 
 
first 
bury your hands 
then the third from the right toes 
your pancreas bury it next 
and so on in the order prescribed 
by ancient strictures 
save the head for last 
cup your thumbs beneath for it to fall into 
have an eyelash 
be the last thing visible overground 
leave a heartbeat 
to tamp down the dirt 
to be a shadow for grassblade above 
then nothing up there 
at the beginning of this poem nothing 
so that the last the very last 
all that'll be left to do then is 
bury your hands 
etc. 
 
* 
* 
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* 
One more, about another kind of burial: 
 
 
GOODBYE 
 
If you are still alive when you read this, 
close your eyes.  I am 
under their lids, growing black. 
 
 
 
* 
* 
* 
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                                    WEDDING POEMS 
 
* 
* 
* 
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WEDDING PARTY 
 
Cake tiers nearing the ceiling must 
sacrifice their bride and groom 
and often the frosting too. 
 
Aspirations to burst up 
through the roof are 
part of this occasion. 
 
Glasses lifted high in toast 
create a transparent cathedral 
upon whose altar 
a dove is cut in two. 
 
The priest who remembered the vows 
is nowhere to be found. 
The one who forgot them 
eats rice from everyone’s shoulders. 
 
Pausing only to fling aloft a bouquet  
the cleanup crew finds later 
stuck to a floral carousel, 
today’s couple escapes, 
committed to life for life. 
 
(stanza break) 
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Left-behinds from both families 
link elbows and sing  
surrender to the scarlet dizziness 
that reaches into their wishes. 
 
Love will last as long as the ring 
can still be easily slipped 
from one’s finger. 
 
 
 
* 
* 
 
DEAR ADVICE COLUMNIST 
 
I recently killed my father                                            
And will soon marry my mother; 
My question is: 
Should his side of the family be invited to the 
   wedding? 
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RECONCILIATIONS 
 
To be married while sleepwalking 
and wake up on your honeymoon 
abandoned by the prankster pals who 
led you both in blind steps through 
the nuptial rites that culminate here  
in what-the-hell: to wake with lewd 
glowing rings glued to your fingers,  
the hotel bed unmade around you— 
 
Outside your bridal suite what resort 
explodes with ennui, its white tropical 
walls will yield that one photograph 
that shows you shining, your eyes  
aimed shut by the sun.  Natives wave 
bandannas that flaunt their unstorebought 
power.  Your pockets pacified by beggars, 
that day is almost over.  The night awaits. 
 
And then you're home again, but oh  
it's so hard to restore the routines 
that are a now of the old, the remote  
control too big for two who hold hands, 
noting how the pattern of the crimes 
seems to shift from channel to channel,  
but always that financier has fled  
the country, has found his freedom where 
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you lost yours.  Soon in the freezer section 
fate may feed your fingertips, or taking 
out the trash becomes an expedition: 
for the accomplished somnambulist  
escape is easy everywhere.  But even 
that land whose lack of extradition 
has followed you throughout this farce  
will fail to exile the happy couple.  
 
 
* 
* 
 
 
VOWS 
 
The commonplaces of  
the wedding ceremony 
would like to go back and marry 
the proposal's florid words— 
But isn't that love? 
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                                            WISHINGWELL POEMS 
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[UNTITLED]    
 
The moon's a wishingwell you threw 
all your sources at, but you wasted them.  
Everything is coming true, 
but for the last time. 
The moon will soon be tossed into you.  
 
 
POEM 
 
Flinging your door keys  
into the wishingwell will 
not unlock the secrets 
of what you wish for 
down in your own depths, 
and is not even funny. 
 
 
 
UNTITLED  
 
Unscarred unscratched 
Unnicked as the bottom 
Of the lost wishingwell. 
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WISHINGWELL 
 
I weigh the coin in my hand 
against the water's clarity 
that shines up at my shadow— 
what wealth to smash apart that  
gleaming calm with my claim 
on the future, my need to be 
rewarded with all I owe. 
 
I stand above the well wondering 
whether such a small as this 
sacrifice is worth one wish— 
the water is cold and stony 
to a depth I can only guess. 
 
And even if it reaches that far, 
plummeting through the rich 
rings of its sinking to reach 
a bottomlessness whose core  
is death-perhaps' deepest ore,  
there where the end gathers 
will my silver ever bring me  
any of the gold it shatters? 
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PERSPECTIVE 
 
I must look down to see 
the things that fall 
into the well 
 
(coins 
teardrops 
stopsigns 
 
sunsets 
planets 
etcets) 
 
because when I don't  
look down to see 
them suddenly  
 
they all  
start to fall  
on me 
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                               SCHOOLROOM POEMS 
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MRS. FRYE AND THE PENCILSHARPENER  
 
I'll remember how in 8th-grade English class, always 
bending toward the desk I would try to avert my eyes 
from the mysterious ways Mrs. Frye's hair displaced 
the blackboard's space with its black coils, to the paper 
my penciltip raced across, certain to pass each test: 
and if these gaze shifts got too switcheroo I'd retreat 
(daily, it seems) to the back of the packed classroom 
 
where, leaning forward on my toes, I could push with 
my left hand the nubile tube of wood into the mouth  
of the pencilsharpener which hung there like some 
natural protrusion of the wall, an indigenous Deity,  
the mask of a Goddess, erosion-endowed, rockformed— 
then feel my righthand fingers and thumb slowly turn 
the oiled wheel while knowing I would have to face 
 
close to that sac-shaped sharpener, have to inhale 
the high smell of its depths, earthy, ripe, pubic: to see 
in my mind the parings inside, those musky dark curls 
whose incense was increased of course like mold-mildew 
by the subtle saliva we kids might use to lick the lead's  
point, though nearly none of our tongues could unblunt 
the conundrums grownups posed, in my case Mrs. Frye  
 
especially: so if I lingered back there, grinding away,  
it was not to gloat, not to play the saintly A-student  
snickering from behind at the others' heads bent intent  
as penitents, because I too, I sinned at times, whenas, 
no matter how proud I was of my proper grammar or 
propounded syntax, stuffing my text thick with fetish 
parsemarks, I myself went taunted, teased by the urge  
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to erase the very prodigy evidence my page revealed— 
all the knots and quirks of those perfectly traced letters— 
to restore the blankness I spoiled with each sentence— 
to castrate every phrase before its errors rose by rote  
to make my cthonic-greatest mistake grow and grow  
erectile, inherent, that habit hateful male participle  
I always was unable to shear the nib the stub off of— 
                                       * 
 
(But how could I flub and flunk such a crucial ordeal?— 
Forgive me: I was lost pondering, musing about a poem 
memorized from the boys' bathroom, tongued fluent 
but not understood: yet how truthshod its lines ran 
to my anxiety—their meaning escaped the precocious, 
the goldstar me—so if I stalled—if I stayed chewed over 
and left a stammering dimwit by their immallarméan 
 
import, which paired its print alongside a syllabus 
of pornocoiled stick figures whose mouths were pierced 
by the sharpened ends of toonballoons—verses verse  
alone can’t explicate in systematic prosaic terms that  
forced and torsoed my head shy—if I was stuck on 
their sphinxian simplicity—unable to decipher any  
of the prodigal doggerel lessons gesticulated down 
 
our school's scribbly corridors, snicked and snatched at  
across its game fields, a whole curriculum of secret lore,  
a litany of my-big-brother-told-me's, my-uncle-said's, 
a rumor primer which claimed complete mastery of 
the only discipline inpenetrable to my inquisitive  
quests never mind the autodidact airs I had to affect 
during discussions of this topic, the nods and knowing  
  
grins I wore to pass, to show my mastery of its arcana, 
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to prove what a pored nerd drill-diligent pupil I was 
of those endless piss-walls, those scrawled rhymes and  
confident lectures by croneys and guys who made sense  
of the insane instructions re the sole subject I mark  
zero on: all the dunno-dumb ideas I dunned then drove  
core to me, carved their myths into me—and one in  
 
particular goes to this poem, from the gendergabble 
that gorged my brain: it hissed that She/the unknown 
reared an inward toothly sheathdeath essence geared  
to vagina dentata whatever pedant-pendant I'd proffer, 
I, alma-matered to cram every exam with phallocratic  
tits and sexist tripe psuedotype scionbabble, the entire 
wisdom of my mentors' art-patriarch, old  
   gobbledy-tropes—) 
 
                                        * 
 
All gradeschool the fear of failing hovered in overstudy 
as children riddled fears never to be learned, but could 
I have continued to hone my fate, could I have stood  
there for years and still the pencilsharpener wait  
like a patient questioner, a warm, smiling teacher, 
filled with such dense scents, shavings, shorn graphite, 
its soil rich with words no-one would ever have to write. 
 
* 
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FINALS 
 
My classmates 
wrote the answers 
on my skin in 
invisible ink then 
during the Test 
set fire to me 
 
They passed  
I passed away 
 
 
* 
HOMEWORK 
 
Dear boys and girls, 
please don’t forget to 
underline my words  
after you erase them. 
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ELEMENTARY LESSON 
 
Sometimes even in Math class a downpour 
Would rise against the windows and render 
The normal decorum hard to restore— 
Fittingly we'd split a grin when lightning 
Stuck out its multiple tongue at teacher. 
 
Smartlike fling our arms in the air, crying 
To be called on, smug, eye-bright, cheek-aware 
When thunder drowns our correctest answer. 
A failsafe secret form of defying. 
(Not like spitballing the hall monitor.)      
 
These quickstorms were at last the world's Recess, 
Whose games toss random nebu-numerals  
In play impromptu streams and teams across 
Unmarked-off endless fields or else more schools 
Reluctant-ruled, would-be truants like us—                              
. 
We welcomed those rebellious showers then 
And remember them now.  Of course we know, 
As grownups—these afteryears—their brilliant 
Fractiousness scores less than quantic fractions. 
Most of childhood's coups come to sum zero. 
 
Despite which some delinquencies linger— 
Take our instinctive counting by finger— 
(All other tallies seem cramped in compare)—  
Since age equals memory times failure— 
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Though mentor modes slam such bad behavior: 
 
Our worst, they swear, is using metaphor  
To avoid the quiz/to solve the problem. 
Leaners from lecterns omniforum warn 
That effing mistake is what makes us dumb. 
Minusminds, try to amend your error. 
 
Those tutors tell us still—they always will— 
Go suffer fools what all erasers learn 
To rain down blah blah blah—they talk and talk! 
But in the meanwhile: cloud loud as a chalk  
Rattling back in place on the blackboard's sill. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
 
LESSON 
 
Even if the mountain I climbed 
Proved to be a duncecap really, 
It was only on gaining its peak 
That that knowledge reached me. 
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AN INSTRUCTOR'S DREAM 
 
Many decades after graduation 
the students sneak back onto 
the school-grounds at night 
and within the pane-lit windows 
catch me their teacher at the desk  
or blackboard cradling a chalk: 
someone has erased their youth,  
and as they crouch closer to see  
more it grows darker and quieter  
than they have known in their lives,  
the lesson never learned surrounds  
them; why have they come?  Is  
there any more to memorize now  
at the end than there was then—  
What is it they peer at through shades  
of time to hear, X times X repeated,  
my vain efforts to corner a room’s 
snickers?  Do they mock me?  Forever?   
Out there my past has risen in 
the eyes of all my former pupils but 
I wonder if behind them others 
younger and younger stretch away 
to a day whose dawn will never  
ring its end, its commencement bell.
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SOME POEMS WITH MOVIE STARS IN THEM 
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VANT 
 
First, cover yourself with chameleons. 
 
Then walk down the street. 
 
The one who recognizes you as you is your enemy. 
 
The one who recognizes you as Greta Garbo is your 
lover. 
 
* 
* 
 
 
 
from MOVIE-Q's: 
 
* 
Ben Lyons was typically blunt 
in I Cover the Waterfront— 
his cute co-star Claudette Colbert 
could have frenched it: 'Ze waterfront, I co-vair.' 
 
* 
Basic Instinct 2 avoids the great esthetic error of the first one 
by not having any Moviestars appear but the sheer Sharon: 
its other no-name actors fade to shadows in this Dantean 
vision of the heavenly ("Eat me!") Stone alone up there on the screen. 
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* 
How many of you gazeekoids went yumyum 
Watching that transmutated geek Jeff Goldblum 
Rip off his own ear and eat it?  The Fly was great! 
(And if he'd unzipped his fly, ripped that off, and ate?) 
 
* 
Oh sight that might have made an atheist of God, 
seeing the screenwriter-producer-star of Panther Squad 
—auteur divine, Sybil Danning—opt to not go topless! 
(Even John the Baptist 'd put it on his flop-list.) 
 
* 
Where Garbo got the great John Barrymore 
To play the part of her perfect paramour, 
Poor Joan Crawford was stuck with brother Lionel: 
Life is c'est la vie at der Grand Hotel. 
 
* 
It's a crime shame that that scene where 
Sean Penn tied his wife Madonna to a chair 
and then put on her dress and licked her thighs 
got like totally cut out of Shanghai Surprise. 
 
* 
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CURTAIN UP 
 
The last whirling dervish to drop 
Beholds transfixed what those who stop  
Dancing an instant prior can't: 
His veil is pierced by orbs that grant 
 
The properly-spiritual leer   
A picture which should inspire fear.   
They say the face of God, maybe— 
In my case I would probably 
 
Flashback to 1961 
Where filmqueen Romy Schneider's gone 
Down on co-star Alain Delon 
To pose for my holy vision. 
 
They're flung in bed with me between. 
See us there: I am their screen. 
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REDCARPET STARLETS 
 
All shadows dream of facing klieg—the urge— 
to sag magnificent in staged wattage— 
 
that fire which squints all sight, see-dense hive— 
 
eyes cubed to one would seethe like bees 
—only the moon can tongue such honeys, 
 
or unisex models whose hair is being sucked 
into their navels for a rote secondum of time. 
 
Sized via dimples—calf-loined by tan-tucks— 
their taut skin tours the pound-sun (beadbrilliantined) 
 
down foreheads in a stream of them shines. 
 
Touch Connors and Race Gentry attend them— 
 
Where dustweevils fight the air they zoom 
sheepish desires or soughcomb for a kiss. 
 
The Premiere can shine no more than this.  
 
 
Note: Touch Connors and Race Gentry: male starlets of the 
1950s. 
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THE NEVE VILLANELLE 
 
He was a Montague and she was a Capulet 
yet no feuding families threw them in thwart— 
it wasn't that that stopped Romeo and Juliet 
 
from Act Five Scene Fiving it on their first date: 
no, it was that Neve Campbell that left them reft-heart— 
It was Neve Montague and Neve Capulet 
 
they wrote on their carnal diaries' most intimate 
page: every time they tried to kiss they'd start 
to Neve-itate, and that stopped Romeo and Juliet 
 
from making out further.  Neve made them hot 
but not for each other.  They'd just sit there in flirt 
gone faux at the Montague or the Capulet 
 
manse and navigate some Neve-or-die site 
and ram Scream 1/2/3 up the DVD insert— 
that comely Campbell stopped Romeo and Juliet 
 
from consummating their teen-tragic fate: 
and even when she did indie roles for her art 
they'd still curse the Montague and Capulet 
 
DNA that kept their lives so punked, so pre-set: 
Why can't we be Neve?   Why can't we clone her part? 
Having to stay a human Montague/Capulet 
stopped them from loving Romeo and Juliet. 
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THE END 
                   Pain has petrified the threshold. 
                                          —Trakl 
 
A threshold is everything that can be 
seen in the space of the endurance of 
our openness: thus at the conclusion 
of The Searchers John Wayne is framed never 
 
to return and forced to spur himself, to 
escape always the outward-gazing-lust  
of that thrust doorway toward the horizon 
or so we guess because the door shuts and 
 
cuts him off before he attains it: exit 
is lost and we who had followed his flight 
from the intimacy of this interior, we 
must remain here minus our male-myth-ranger, 
 
and must domestically cry for his exile 
while the credits crawl across their reelsill. 
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                                    CLASSICAL MYTH FIGURES 
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ODD 
 
Hard rhymes of childhood ride  
me back to lack's kitchen 
 
in which it's leftovers again:  
from the cyclops cupboard  
 
I plop another half-ate 
Ulysses onto my plate. 
 
 
 
 
 
COURSE 
 
Our ship needs wheels 
to sail across these  
waves of stone if 
Medusa is our  
figurehead. 
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ORPHEAD  
 
The head displayed  
for maenad analysis;  
remedy amputee,  
to the chute of the sea.  
 
Disposal is all.  Past  
the path of its tongue  
let it travel long,  
unraveling song.  
 
Through terebis territory  
stained Ebro pursues  
his severed lipwreck's  
lyre-waxed intervals.  
 
Its banks refuse tomb  
to this bodilessness  
assaulting vacuum  
backbouyant combed. 
 
Now none come to nurse 
his neck where pegasi 
loose their reins in blood; 
missing his vein they fly. 
 
Noon-heat leafs its hate, 
whirlpool tugs his curls. 
Whose garland was 
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grief-i-er than a girl's. 
 
Whose love for boys  
briefer than a girl's was— 
stray now he sights 
dame straightway at last. 
 
Late now Europe-land 
has eurid itself of him; 
Eurydice finally risen 
tidally takes his lid swim. 
 
Those phalloi he laid 
shake their snakelike psychs; 
unshouldered his bust rolls 
oceancast depthsighs. 
 
Lesbos waits to claim 
this refuse of its myth.     
But Sappho says fuck it  
we've no one to lay him with. 
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OEDIPUS RIDDLED (heptasyllabics) 
 
the course of his crime unfolds 
each time at a blind crossroads 
whose four legs forever show 
less murderous ways to go 
but every young man must opt 
to stand his ground and stay stopped 
so to prove unmoved he waits 
daily till he demonstrates 
to the empty thoroughfare 
how brave how bold how strong there 
beneath noon's knelled prophecies  
bound to meet all enemies 
on his own two feet alone 
or has he halted hearing 
the stepsound of his unknown 
father's cane tap tap nearing 
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NARCISSPOND 
 
This pond saw someone once 
But since then never none  
Has ever another known 
 
Imagine if your mirror 
Lay cover buoyed by it 
Recognition ink and pure 
 
This water held no features 
That were of us or any 
Unless its blindness blurs 
 
The eyes that see until they open 
The face which is theirs only 
In one ripple too many 
 
Of course he says his name is 
But all it is is just the same as 
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                                                               EKPHRASTICS 
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A BACON 
 
An oval invested with teeth; 
the brief orifice of a head 
thread-melted through its tweedboned coat, 
half throatway down a sundial drowned 
 
with chalk-caul runes for avoiding 
such rains: though of course the chew maw 
that crowns this gnome with no likeness 
also barks forth a white porkdrip, 
 
unsustenance for those of us 
who seek a resemblance here: see  
how the magician longs to saw     
the swordswallower in half.  Now  
 
this facial Francis finds our mouth; 
hell toppled by its wells without. 
 
 
Note:   
not an ekphrastic re one canvas in particular, but a 
response to several of his paintings from the 1940s.  
"Figure in a Landscape" (1945), for example. 
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READING THE GAPS 
 
At the Museum I go lost down a wrong corridor 
and find myself past a wrong door alone 
inside the Museum's Bomb Shelter, I know 
it's the Bomb Shelter because there's a green 
sign that says so and the paintings, the  
paintings they have hung on display here, 
confirm it.  To survive the Hiroshima pain   
they mind to hang them here.  Seeing this 
"last art" reminds me of our "first poet"— 
Archilochos, whose work survives mostly through 
fragments, through gaps, lacunae they call it.  
Here's a trans. of one, most of it's gone:  
'the fishnets lie in shadow beneath the wall'— 
But there is no shadow beneath this wall. 
And yet those fishnets (lifted) might be these 
   paintings 
I can't for life see why I can't describe—  
they're too much like a mirror, a mirror 
injected into an icicle.  Shiver-dripped shades, 
final veils smeared with three thousand 
years of Western Civ, whose megadeath sketched 
their discountenance, who stretched the nucleus  
of this decision moment of Break Glass In 
Case Of Emergency, fire-hose, ax, no, no! I can't 
 
(no stanza break) 
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desire to proffer such in violence against 
these paintings they portray my face my fate they  
hang from that time-atomized wall Archilochos 
rested against before getting back to work, 
Archilochos who, they say, earned his living 
as a mercenary, i.e. a robocop, a terminator, 
a killer, which is why he's our first poet: 
 
Later in the restaurant as usual I dip the 
wine-list into a glass of water and voila it's 
chablis/rosé because of course miracles are 
common now whereas the latter hope of living 
to read tomorrow today's lacunae isn't. 
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NOTES FROM THE MUSEUM 
 
* 
A museum is too many rooms 
where nothing can be moved; 
one is forgotten in most of them. 
 
* 
A tiptoe theater, full of shushes 
and overly-lit faces whose big 
scene seems always imminent. 
 
But if the cue is anything more 
than a coin-toss, a chance word 
from a spectator’s bypass glance, 
 
this expectation of response 
is your guess, your great stance, 
the stage you hem and haw at. 
 
* 
How the overflow of doorways 
that link all these galleries 
interrupts the paintings’ spaces, 
 
adjusting the land with lack 
and lacunae, thrusting gaps into 
the hushed square of our attention 
 
and ushering us to the question 
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of absence, that thief peering in 
on these always-without scenes. 
 
* 
Are we outside what is shown? 
Made audience, do we attend 
a pageant patient with our pauses 
 
in perception, the solipsistic 
tunnels we hug.  Why otherwise 
is there almost nowhere to sit? 
 
Isn’t it, that the viewers must 
move in order for the viewed 
to remain still.  The authorities 
 
curate these corridors with us— 
offscreen captions ape our attempts 
to evade rigidities they’d impose 
 
until our amblings became 
a Nazi lockstep across this grid 
that exists mostly to secure 
 
the screws that make sure 
the patrons’ plaques are more 
the wall than we are: hungworks 
 
belong to the victor; postwar 
reparations are a chimera— 
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this world is bolted in place. 
 
* 
Museums are for the rich: it’s just 
another way they gloat and spit 
on us, the blunt message is See 
 
twice great am I who can afford 
to both buy this hoard and I 
may also throw it away: this view zoo 
 
is what I feed the animals 
meaning you: gaze-cage where 
I nonplus you with my surplus, 
 
torture you with my morehood, 
here you must worship my worth’s 
leavings, the Picasso I pissed on 
 
before purportedly donating it 
you bet to get a big tax write 
off that really comes of course 
 
from scum like you, you pay the cost 
and the critics conspire my con: 
I own them and you and all this too. 
 
* 
The poor have no right here, 
though ostensibly it’s here 
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for us, its existence is built on 
 
our backs, our lacks of education: 
connaisseurs of crap, we’ll buy 
any crud postcard Impressionist 
 
wallpaperers provide—victims of 
fade-forgers who reign everywhere, 
enforcers of the de rigeur; their 
 
efforts to convince us this emptiness 
is otherwise, succeeds: that’s why 
nothing here can ever be touched, 
 
even a fingertip would disturb the 
dead tenuous alignment of forces 
fragility can only lament from frame 
 
to frame until the all but unshown       
collusion between donors and whore 
curators completes its scam decor. 
 
* 
Numberless our looks languish 
unable to compose their path, 
halting an inch in front of 
 
the canvas; the air is thick with 
incomplete glances, gazes that 
failed to reach these pictures, 
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overtures toward an unsatisfactory 
climax, unbridgeable the gulf, 
still impotent or frigid the mind 
 
feels confronted by these large 
garish (i.e. visible) examples of 
a wig tossed onto a TV to be 
 
a diva antenna receiving pictures 
from the Tesla Void where 
spysats orbit to catch the planet 
 
in closeup, candid depictions of our 
centimeter selves, the slimed movement 
of border sorties, incursions that 
 
violate the treaties signed by 
dignitaries retiring with a wing 
named after their Mom and Dad.  
 
* 
Though our observances are far 
from over, scalped by perspective’s 
relentless blade we wander home 
 
truant now to our other portraits, 
false to their provenance, the lands 
we lost by invading the sanctum 
 
of this museum, serene scene 
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we plebs must abhor in front of 
our lives which cannot authenticate 
 
the real exhibit: this wealth of lies 
before whose truth our face is 
forgeries; our eyes un-nude, unseen. 
 
* 
 
THE SCULPTURE (to SB)   
 
We stood there nude embracing while the sculptor              
Poked and packed some sort of glop between us                  
Molding fast all the voids the gaps that lay                    
Where we'd tried most to hold each other close                    
 
Under the merge of your breasts and my chest                 
There remained a space above the place our                        
Bellies met but soon that clay or plaster                       
Of paris or state of the art polymer                                 
 
Filled every hollow which we long to fit                   
Then we were told to kiss hug hug harder                       
And then our heat would help to harden it                       
 
We stood there fused more ways than lovers know              
Before the sculptor tore us away                                  
Forced us to look at what had made us so whole 
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POEM 
 
two sculptors duel 
with sabers and chisels 
hacking and honing 
what they create 
will not have 
the stable emptiness of stone 
nor the ephemeral fullness 
of flesh 
like butchers playing 
chicken they slash 
a rain of rubble 
carving away the excess 
whatever crude form 
remains 
after they separate 
the parts that prevent 
them from being one 
will be 
their singular twin standing 
as they grow weak 
on lopped arms 
the tools heavier 
until finally 
less and less 
detail emerges 
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FERNAND KHNOPFF 
 
Days in the lull, gathered afternoons of it,                            
—A touch of star-decals on one's bookbag,—                      
Silence, like a vast confetti of souls, and that                       
Torporic breeze: oh how difficult                                     
 
The culling of love from our facades is.                               
Once, never to go the cling thing seemed what's                 
Sublimest.  Look at those cobwebcrobats,                            
Skittering skyward, fingerhold, nor toe- .                             
 
Deep down (in my ugh-roots) I longed to brag                     
My spiel shall deign define no July of these.                        
I'll fall chapter closed across your chest is all.                      
 
Now I am an atrocious expert; who answers                         
Every question by, "It is very simple:                                   
We must listen to Beauty with frozen ears." 
 
 
Note: 
I don't understand writers who prefer "painterly" 
painters over "literary" painters.  How can I as a poet 
place Cezanne (or Monet, Matisse, etc.) above 
Khnopff, and not be disloyal to myself?  Shouldn't 
we appreciate most those painters willing to stain 
their canvases with some of the impurities of our 
own art? 
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RODIN'S THINKER (pentasyllabics) 
 
To reduce my thought 
to none is my aim 
to spite the trite name 
that bit chisel brought 
 
me knee elbow bound 
thick fist to forehead  
pedestal posted 
niched on no good ground. 
 
Whose lost mastermaze 
holds this bastard, his 
likeness fossed steadfast 
 
in stone.  May steeples 
hoist up such pure souls 
to people their walls. 
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ON A DRAWING BY CHARLES TOMLINSON 
 
By a swath of inks the eye 
thinks it sees solidities 
which alter with the watercolor 
way his brush washes its dye 
 
in distance, though even this 
finds a faraway fixed not 
by the surveyor’s plumb but 
by the action of the thumb 
 
delaying all the fingers meant 
to draw out of the paper, 
splashed dry.  The clean grain 
 
catches what it should retain 
if enough pressure pleasure 
is applied to the stain to lie. 
 
 
Note:  
Tomlinson is not only a distinctive poet, but a visual 
artist of repute.  His graphics grace the covers of 
many of his books.  This homage attempts to imitate 
his verse style, or one of his verse styles. 
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                                                     ORPHANAGE POEMS 
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GOING MY WAY 
 
The one boy who died of polio 
in our orphanage in the early  
1950s was such an important 
icon that even now I remember  
his favorite movie since that's 
what we do with the famous, 
retain some anomalous fact 
that quiets them in our mind. 
We, I say, but was it everyone— 
did all of us shed that kid: did 
a thousand child incarcerates 
replace his name-and-face with         
an actor's mask and cast it as 
star of the waste disease whose 
cause was always doubt, germ 
caught perhaps from local lakes 
prohibited.  Who thought of him 
those summers we could not 
swim until a vaccine came, too 
late to amend lackwarm days, 
to change our fate/our film to his. 
That movie—"Going My Way" 
featuring Bing Crosby as a young 
priest, kindly, loveable, unreal— 
Tommy, Jimmy, whatever he 
was called, he probably knows   
still by still now every camera  
angle and closeup, every cut  
we living are allowed to forget. 
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CHRISTMAS AT THE ORPHANAGE 
 
But if they'd give us toys and twice the stuff 
most parents splurge on the average kid, 
orphans, I submit, need more than enough; 
in fact, stacks wrapped with our names nearly hid 
the tree where sparkling allotments yearly 
guaranteed a lack of—what?—family?— 
 
I knew exactly what it was I missed: 
(did each boy there feel the same denials?) 
to share my pals' tearing open their piles 
meant sealing the self, the child that wanted 
to scream at all You stole those gifts from me; 
whose birthday is worth such words?  The wish-lists 
they'd made us write out in May lay granted 
against starred branches.  I said I'm sorry. 
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A LESSON FROM THE ORPHANAGE 
 
If you beat up someone smaller than you 
they won't (and histories prove this) tell: 
 
look at those people on the opposite side 
of the planet: they want to beat us up but  
 
they're smaller so that's okay.  Not okay is  
that most of us will die in the war between  
 
them and us, because small equals (and mice  
prove this) sneaky: their spies could spirit all 
 
our nuke aids away and we'd never know—  
nick our rocket-satellite knockout Star Peace  
 
Comcodes right out of our shrinking pockets,  
even our doomsday (the FBI can prove this) 
 
doodads, the ones we mean to use on them, 
the rats: and so when they kill us will we 
 
have killed enough of them to win, whose 
fist figures bigger in the end?  And what's it 
   prove?— 
 
In the Orphanage, hell, even if they do tell 
on you there's no one for them to tell it to. 
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                                                   HAMLET POEMS 
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[UNTITLED] 
 
Hamlet in the nunnery kneels 
to take his veilful vow 
while Ophelia scales 
with sword and bow 
the enemy's walls 
 
 
OR NOT TO BE 
 
Not Hamlet but his shadow  
shows the clarity of performance— 
see how brilliantly it holds its stance, 
soliloquy bold and brando. 
 
But then of course it is like all  
such primadonnas, liable 
to be much too much dependent upon 
its prompter, the sun. 
 
 
ALAS 
 
yes I allow each fool 
to toss around my skull 
but remember I tell 
them remember it will 
finally always land 
in Hamlet's hand 
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EACH THOUGHT EMITS A CAST OF ITSELF 
 
Every roll is a new role 
And each shows its truest face 
When Yorick’s skull is tossed you’ll 
Reveal your final disguise 
 
Bone against bone they spin 
Exposed by a thrust of wrist-lace 
Yet Hamlet stripped to his skin 
Scolds the players’ displays 
 
Don’t saw the air when you throw 
Don’t wince at seven eleven 
Whatever odds you’re down to now 
Will zoom up zero soon 
 
Act Five Scene Five waits 
To quietus these words words words 
Death itself is just one of the fates 
Our dice are rolling towards                                                      
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                                                                    SOOTHSAYERS 
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[UNTITLED] 
 
Before going to the palmreader I glued 
mirrors to my palms, so the irrevocable 
lines and configurations that told my fate 
were merely reflections of the reader's eyes, 
eyelashes, retinal imperfections which time 
will perhaps deepen to blindness . . . I was 
about to p.s. this poem also.  What do you see, 
O Sibyl? 
 
 
 
 
 
A MEDIUM TO DOUBTERS 
 
How can I make you sit 
Beneath the clairvoyant’s 
High-table at seance, 
And, while her tongue transmits 
Some tremulant spirit's 
Long-withheld voice in trance,  
Make you tongue her clit, 
You true communicants?  
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SEANCE  
 
Around the readiest table  
a manicurist with a hammer 
nails in place all hands together 
to hold the ring of our focus clung, 
 
to keep this communion open: 
like jousling airliners the dead 
must circle before they land 
along the medium’s tongue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[UNTITLED] 
 
after the carnival suddenly 
mysteriously burnt down they 
stirred the fortuneteller’s ashes 
to try and find the reason why 
but sadly it seems prophecy 
does not work in reversus 
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TAROT PORTRAIT 
 
Peeking over the fortuneteller’s shoulder 
Won’t add a sole feature to what is there, 
What your future paints so plainly in view, 
So visible to anyone who isn’t you— 
 
Outside her djinn-lit storefront occult cave 
The streets that steered you forth to dare this brave 
Or foolish quest have failed themselves perhaps 
To escape the daily grid and find some maps 
 
Empty enough to defy place or break 
The bad odds configured still in the stake 
That never wins a hand against this known 
Charade of chance: envision it downthrown 
 
In the rows of her slow shuffle.  And no 
Hexing where you haled from or where you’ll go   
Next-lost round the dark town’s confinements 
Will augur this encounter with a sense   
 
Salient, some savor foresight of what’s cast 
To come in likeness limned at lifelong last: 
Occur by endless tics and whits to stare 
Unavoidably clear at this picture 
 
Urging you share its peer.  Here each suit unseals 
A star that arcs inward through her deals 
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Toward the tower you built to spy on 
That distant face your door-key has drawn 
 
Each time you insert it and twist it, a line 
Is incised on the canvas: each lock-wind 
Puts another brushstroke to the portrait; 
Opening her arms she frames you for it. 
 
Impersonal, of course: she has no wish 
To harm.  You thought that solitaire was 
The only game with no intent to punish 
Or hurt; thought you were safe in the menace 
 
This tarot chose: but now you see it too 
Lacks malice; its fate-cards portray as true 
Across the table only that which is due 
Or over.  How indifferently it shows 
Those oldest eyes and what they hold exposed. 
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“THOUGH MUSIC MAY HAVE OTHER AIMS 
THAN US” (Wayland) 
 
If scores were blown off music-stands against our  
faces, they’d cause us to not see, to bump into things; 
struggling to follow the notes, straying towards 
each others’ arms we’d branch out in such songs. 
 
If here harmony comes from false maps cast 
across our visage like pages in the notebook of 
the composer, she whose echoes lead us lost— 
Or is it the blindfolding wind directs acts of love. 
 
Music that masks intent, make render my route. 
Veer me off inward toward the core of detour 
foretold, proving its path along a graph is more  
 
a quest than this fumbling, stumbling progress 
through the tactless swamp of the ears, this poem whose 
strains undermine the main theme of your pursuit. 
 
 
Note:  
The title is fictional. 
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GIMMIE SHELTER 
 
The thread or the theme 
That holds this tune 
Together is the same 
One that rips it open— 
 
The initial guitar 
Continues splitting 
The whole thing apart— 
It is the lightning 
 
Which Jagger complains 
Of and which he seeks 
Shelter from the rains 
Of when it breaks— 
 
We ourselves will shut 
Our deepest sills against 
His common cries but 
There is no defense 
 
To keep out that other 
One behind him twinned 
His starker brother 
Whose keening strings skein 
 
Hymns from one more 
Murderous composer 
Whose cause is war 
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Who tears down our door— 
 
Shelter/the home 
Is made of language— 
But music sunders the poem— 
Its rift is like a tongue 
 
Trying to compile all 
Words into one word— 
One Babel whose wall 
Falls beneath that standard— 
 
What the fuck did its flag 
Say—the opposite 
Of peace/of the page 
Is what I must write. 
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TRANSHENDECULOUS 
 
Granted every poet “constantly aspires 
towards the condition of music,” that sphere 
of perfection which Walter Pater declares 
the other arts must humble themselves before: 
 
so why shouldn’t I kneel by the podium 
and beg the conductor to leave her baton 
propped upon my proselyte head like a sword 
knighting me until I can hardly rise from 
 
that ideal sill: one could have no grail beyond 
that grace; could never long for that pated wand 
to guide our own quest: its shadow bids us toward 
 
the stead path still, sticking out over the brow 
like some penile spitcurl: so why not die there 
while maestro Mater makes his lowest bow?  
 
 
Note: 
“In music, then, rather than in poetry, is to be found  
the true type or measure of perfected art.”—Pater. 
Title: Trans(from poetry to music/from Pater to 
Mater)hendec(-asyllabics)ulous(ridic- of no-brow me  
to adumbrate the Great Pate). 
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                                                        HAIR POEMS 
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HAIRBRUSH POEM 
 
the hairbrush can hardly breathe 
it suffocates in strands 
it snarls as tense as teeth 
biting an enemy's hands 
 
the things we tame are what 
entangle and turn us wild 
every parent grows ragged tugged 
disciplining their child 
 
pity the year-old hairbrush 
its stems all split its roots bare 
a field that's tilled too much 
now a hoarbrush blooms there 
 
hairbrush hairbrush have you 
any tufts to spare today 
now that I'm bald and cannot comb 
please give back my gray 
 
the hairbrush yanks and yanks 
stubborn curl that won't lie dead 
even a poorbrush must shed 
such rebels from its ranks 
 
(so try not to cry and just say thanks 
when it hauls you off your head!) 
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HAIR POEM 
 
Hair is heaven's water flowing eerily over us  
Often a woman drifts off down her long hair and is lost 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EVERY RIFT WITH ORE 
 
How fiercely foilsome the facial knife shivs 
its two blades up to where my forehead ends 
as wound-deep-wedged widow's-peaks: how weakly 
the old hero hair-line fights back and fends, 
each pass of day fewer gray strands save me— 
how deadly dull's the duel our sword lives. 
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PAGEBOY  
 
poetry is a matter of blond hair 
of course dark works too you could use either   
 
to wit tonsured sonnets and tanka conks  
eclogue shags and song-of-bangs and blank hanks 
 
add pastoral ponytails bob aubades 
pomade odes and scads of other po-modes 
 
brush them out bright for your any-anthol 
dog-ear heads with the year's best doggerel 
 
some word-gel helps if linebreak-curls won't hold 
yet each poet fears her verse coiffure's bald  
 
and the cowlick couplets the tress tercets 
dread every stylist's editorial cuts 
 
see formalist beehives and langpo buns 
all cling together when the big comb comes   
 
braid bards scalp skalds locklyric laureates 
scared half their heaneys are a pollard yeats 
  
let's tip our toupee to a topknot trope  
before my permpoem flips its meter-mop 
 
if the quicktrim rhythms they parnass-parse 
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today don't shampoo my poor metaphors 
 
away I want to take and scan each strand  
syllabic-chic and make it mane-enjambed  
 
though most of the time I'd like to rhyme that    
maybe-mussed-a-bit muse Erato's ringlet 
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                                                  after Basho's frog 
 
 
 
* 
I thought it might be amusing to bring together (in 
the chronological order I wrote them) my various 
attempts to muse Basho's famous frog— 
 
* 
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BASH     (ten versions of furuike ya) 
 
If I were a pond 
and some frog jumped into me 
I wouldn't respond. 
 
I am a pond but 
when a frog gets intimate 
I keep my mouth shut. 
 
I may look like scum 
but some frogs can poke this pond 
to orgasm come. 
 
This pond is so old 
even its frogs want it sold 
to build the new road. 
 
This pond is old as 
me.  That's how bad-off it is. 
Frog-visits, I doze. 
 
You're old, pond—the same 
as me.  But when your frogs come 
you recall each name. 
 
This pond is year-scored 
as me.  But frogs that shake it 
up just make me bored. 
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I'll float in this pond, 
fearing each frog that jumps down 
will wash me aground. 
 
This pond is old too— 
But when a frog jumps into 
It, it still sounds new. 
 
This pond is dead earth 
But listen to its rebirth 
When frogs take a bath. 
 
* 
 
****************************** 
 
* 
MIZU NO OTO 
 
Pain passes for sunlight at some depths  
which most of us never strike; the dive 
is too far: or is the ear sheer enough— 
 
Basho by a pond heard a frog make 
the usual faucet-dripping-into-a-keyhole 
sound; it wisely ignored his efforts 
 
to collaborate.  Get your galleyslaves 
rowing with icicles for oars, that's 
one way some say.  Resist the urge 
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to halve the sea/be laser Moses, 
to submerge yourself as a slice 
speciman, all random camera words. 
 
Beyond the caprice of earth to slake, 
thirst issues from the source it breaks. 
 
Note: 
A meditation upon Basho's most famous haiku, 
whose final syllables 
I've used for the title. 
 
* 
 
************************************* 
 
* 
FURU YOU, EEKY YA 
 
* 
Ya, the old wash-hole— 
wait-a-fuck: a frog?—oh, no!— 
goes splasho Basho. 
 
* 
Ya, the old North Pole 
where Santa Frog (ho-hop-ho) 
chops a splashin'-hole! 
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* 
Ya, old-boys brothel— 
watch Oscar Wilde get Basho 
to wet his tadpole. 
 
* 
Ya, here's to Basho!— 
there's one frog-boozin' dude you 
should raise your glass to. 
 
* 
 
************************************ 
 
* 
Whoa, Ranger Basho! 
frog-herd's in the waterhole— 
leggo your lasso. 
 
* 
 
*********************************** 
 
* 
 
KAWAZU NYAWKER 
 
I prop each rejection-slip 
against a grass-blade 
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round the pond where 
I drown myself to show 
 
these SASE dismissals 
hold the reason why 
 
I must die but suddenly 
a frog jumps in, ya, 
 
shatter-drops splash over 
those printed forms and 
 
the padstamped name 
Alice Quinn blurs blots— 
 
ah!—what mizu mizzles all 
her no-notes, oto? 

*
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                                                       CLOTHING POEMS 
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TEMPTROUSSEAU 
 
The clock is dressed in drag, I mean it wears  
space instead of its own proper aspect—  
but if it wore time, would it disappear—  
isn't visibility an effect 
 
of transvestism, that shield/pastime whose  
crosscausal aim unmasks the eye: must you 
assume the costume of the other to  
be here, to present the sense with an ess . . .  
 
Narcissus saw his guise decked out all ruse, 
but if there were none, what would our true clothes 
consist of, our rig rags, our regalia—  
 
Whose dapper element dons us: Einstein's  
continuum, or Flaubert's confidence  
that come the same the Bovary c'est Moi? 
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NIGHT THOUGHT 
 
Compared to one’s normal clothes, pajamas  
are just as caricature as the dreams 
they bare: farce-skins, facades, unserious 
soft versions of the mode diem, they seem 
to have come from a posthumousness;  
floppy statues of ourselves, slack seams  
of death.  Their form mimics the decay  
that will fit us so comfortably someday. 
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HEILSTYLES 
 
Of course the Spring fashions buried in Fall 
And dug up to wear in boisterous April 
Make the models even more skeletal: 
Body by Buchenwald; shade by Chanel. 
 
Nazi nurses infiltrate CIA hospice— 
At Safehouse Haven the dying agents 
Are coaxed by swastika sisters to confess 
A. Hitler was their greatest influence. 
 
A disappearance echoing with shoulders, 
A veinburst serpent evolved to doubt all, 
Still these lifecopy killers follow me. 
 
Wise fashionists resist history 
By staging it over in stale revivals. 
To stay in mode, though, one must grow older. 
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                                                                BIRD POEMS 
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NOT THIS WAY 
 
if that bird soars across 
this wall which halts us 
why does it then 
fly back here again 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
SHUT FLIGHT 
 
the knob's the head  
the hinges open-spread  
would make wings 
 
but see the keyhole  
like an eye that seeks 
its beak 
 
why does 
the doorbird leave its nest 
only when it's closed 
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THE SINGULAR (nonasyllabics) 
 
Whistlecraft aloft in the blue, birds, 
belief has assured me your choral 
enthroatments are whole and yet I spell 
them out as similar to our words— 
 
Your songs define you while mine unvoice 
my field of lieu and fail to call up 
a likeness new enough from the group 
auguring each face its fate.  The choice 
 
seems too great for me but you seem to 
flourish as flocks beyond your final 
ornifact which Braque for one pictures 
 
in wingspan style, his pursuit single 
as I used to be.  Is he more true 
tracing the tune that eludes my ears? 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
After Braque: singleness/wholeness; 
individual/group; poetry/art; etcet—?  
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                                          CANDLE POEMS 
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SNUFFED 
 
The candle’s leaf  
is what we call those drops 
that cling solidified 
up along its length 
after it’s been blown out— 
 
We switch on the overheads.  Outside, 
branches bode, bode, bode. 
What 
do they predict? 
 
Descent is all, 
they’re not specific, unlike 
our phrase  
for this froze ooze 
(which beads the bole) 
(and which is more like sap than leaf) 
this effluvium, this sheaf 
that trickled from a flame we lit once 
days or years ago. 
 
Time, our sentence, is specific. 
Memory, its syntax, vague. 
The melt is where they meet— 
inksoil syllables dribbling down a page. 
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EXTINGUISHABLE 
 
birthdays you bend and blow 
out a candle in a skull 
 
it's always just one candle 
but each year one more 
 
skull is added to the table 
which by now is plus full 
 
and that makes this ritual 
more impossible each year 
 
each year as you approach 
that crowd of past selves 
 
somewhere down there 
in all those bone sockets 
 
the annual candle waiting 
glares and dares you to find it 
 
 
 
[UNTITLED] 
 
Long candle, ponder, short candle, think. 
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